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TECHNICAL AIEAIORAN IX-INI
EQUAL PERIOD ORBIT DETERMINATION FOR
THE SOLAR SYSTEM PLANETS
INTRODUCTION
Rendezvous and docking maneuvers by spacecraft often make use t)f equi-
period orbits. For example, a spacecraft in circular orbit about the Earth's
Moon may put an observation module into an elliptical orbit which lowers the
•	 perigee for a closer observation of the lunar surface. Use of equi-period orbits
will bring the observation module back to rendezvous with the other module which
has remained in circular orbit. 'There will be one rendezvous opportunity each
revolution.
Only the application of an impulse to the spacecraft in the proper attitude
'	 is required to change between circular and elliptical equi-period orbits. The
orbit transfer is accomplished by applying sufficient impulse to change the
velocity by:
•	 1/2` 1/2
	
I	 (Ito + h) 2 - (h - h^)`
r	 Idv = Ito 2g0 It + h	 1	 (It + h)	 ^ I)
	
U	 U
The equi-period orbit velocity vector will be at an angle 0 degrees from the
circular velocity:
h _h
	
It	 It
0 = arc tan	 0	 "
	
2hh	 h z 1
	It 	 R 2	 I
n	 0	 0
The equations in this report are straightforward and are used to generate
Figures I through 20. The constants for these calculations are presented in the
Appendix. All figures are for the drag free case and are duly noted.
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------- W.
DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS FOR EQUI -PERIOD ORBITS
The following assumptions were used in developing the equations for
yui-jwrio d orbits (Fig 21);
(a) A centr:d force field.
(b) A uniform homogoneous sphere of radius It and acceleration of
gravity go.
(c) A ImAy Al l in circular orbit It an altitude h above the surface of the
sphere.
(d) A body M 2 in an elliptical orbit %ith j)4- rigc(- altitude h p and apogee
altitude h 	 the surface of the sphere.
Figure 21. Tuo-body orbital configuration.
To impose equi-lx , riod orbits, the time period for Al l must equal the
time period for M2:
T AIL = 7`12	 (3)
22
They time period ( T 1 ) for b1 1
 in circular orbit is
2n I	 +	
h Y
• H 0
u
o
T-" w
3/
2f i +
R 0
9	 ^20
R 0
h +h2n	 1 + 1)	 :l
—^-	 211
0
1Z O
I/
'2
NI'hc • time period for Ni t elliptical orbit is
3
r	
=	
27r	
1h +hc
	
2
+ AI ,,	 Z^
0 0
It
0
Substituting equations (4) and (5) into equation (3) yields
( `')
wfi;ch Simplifies to
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
h	 1i+ I^l
It	 -	 21t1) —	 (7)
o	 0
23
d
x.tied
h^l = 2h .l - hp	( M)
We tww select as our coordinate system a eartesion coordinate with
origin at the center of the spheroid. The equation for an ellipse with one focal
point at the origin of the coordinate system is
h2 (x-c) 2 + a'y' = It 	 (9)
v
'rhe equation for a circle with center at the origin of the coordinate s% stem is
x 2
 + y2 = 11 2
V
r
--am- x
Rewriting equation ( ) ,
h = l (ha + hp)
2.1
(l())
(11)
•r
xV^
B
V 
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From Figure 21, it can he seen that the radius ( r) of the circular orbit
is equal to h + It o . Adding It o to both sides of equation (11),
r	 h+R= 1(h +h )+R0	 2 a p	 o
From Figure 21, the major axis 2a is
2a -= h + 2 It + h	 (13)p	 o	 a
The semimajor axis a is
a = o (h ip + ha ) + it	 (1 i)
Comparing equations (12) and (14) , it can be- seen that the semimajor axis of
the ellipse is equal to the radius of the circle in terms of It , h , and h .
o a
	 p
As shown in Figure 21, the circle and ellipse intersect at coordinate
X = c and Y = b. From the trigonometric relationship of Figure 22,
a+
	 (15)
Y
(12)
Figure 22. Orbital vectors.
25
In Figiire 22,
(1% ,
	change of velocity required to transfer from a circular orbit of
altitude h W in equi-period orbit of perigee hp
It	 radius of body
U
h	 altitude of circular orbit
h -
p	
perigee of elliptical orbit
ri
	
	
change in direction of velocity from circular to equi-period elliptical
orbit
V
e
 = elliptical velocit.N•
V	 circular velocity.
C
From the trigonometric relationship of Figure 21,
a - c - It o - hp = o	 (1(1)
tiubstituting equation (1 Vii) into equation ( 16) ,
It0 +h	 o-c-It -h p - o	 ,	 (17)
which simplifies to
e	 h - h
p
	(is)
26
From the trigonometric relationship of F igiire 22,
h = ( it  - c 2 ) '/2 (19)
Substituting equations (15) and (17) into equation (19) yields 
^
b = l(it 
o	 p+ 
h) 2
 - (h - h )21 1/2	 (2u)
From the trigonometric relationship of figure 22, it can be seen that a is per-
pendicular to V and t) is 1wrpendicul:ir to V
	 Therefore,c	 c
c0 - a' = arc tan h	 (21)
ou; tstituting equations (18) and (20) into equation (21) yields
0 = are tan	 i'r7	 (22)
Wt  + h) 2 - (h - hp)2J z
Dividing equation (22) by R,
h 
-h
 hp
	it 	 R
	
"	
C,
0 = are tan
	
(It	 /z	
(`l3)
	
+ h) 2	(h - h )2 
O	 O
Expanding the denominator,	 ORIGNAL PAr,7 I(1^ PO OR gfJAIW
27
L, -^	 .
It	 ItU	 O	 (L1)
	
0 = are tall	 ^
It
0
2
	  It o h	
11 2	112	
2 h h	 h'2^Z 	 t
It + I	 + Its Its 	It `^ It ` i.
U	 O	 O	 U	 U	 U
which simplifies to
h - h P
R	 It
0	 ;u•c tan	 lh h o h	 (25)
2h 
	It 	 It	 3^
	
0	 0	 0
From Figure 22, Ve VC at points of intersection of circle and ellipse. Applying;
cosine law to Figure 22,
c1^z = V Z + V 2 - 2V 2 COS 0
C	 c	 c
I'aking square root of both sides,
I/
dv = (2V 2 - 2V 2 cos 0) 2
	
c	 c
Simplifying;,
i
dv _ V` ( 2 - 2 cos 0) ^2
(26)
(2')
(28)
28
0t
ut»titutillg ( 1
	 for V
t	 t:
dy 	 o	 l i!i u + Il	 R + h	 --	 (30)
0
Collecting trrmti,
	
2	
li
i
._	 1 -
	
0	 1^dv	 it o	
o	 R + Il	 li -+ h
	
(31)0	 0
I
29	 I
Acceleration of Gravity
(m /sec /see)
9.806
1.622
3.60
8.69
3.73
26.0
11.2
9.39
14.99
0.5
Af-YLNDIX. VALUES USED FOR TABLES
Radius (km)
Earth !i 371
Earth's Moon 1 738
Mercury 2 -121
versus 6 11;1
Mar 3 332
;ups. 69 893
Saturn 57 532
t1rmus 23 701
Neptune 21 535
Pluto 2 867
30
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